British artist Rachel Howard (b. 1969, Easington, County Durham UK) plays with the tensions
between control and chaos, order and entropy, making and unmaking, beauty and destruction. She
revels in the sheer joy of her material, the intense physicality of her process grapples with notions of
uncertainty, fragility, beauty and horror. Over the past 25 years, religion, repetition, mortality,
madness and violence have been recurring themes in the work. A student of both Fine Art and Art
History, the art of the past is as essential as the use of the endless portal of the internet, as a fresh
source of constant inspiration and dialogue with the world around.
In Howard’s hands paint can be atomised, poured, smeared, scuffed, layered, sprayed, deleted and
erased, to achieve the desired ‘feeling’. These sometimes unapologetically emotional paintings can
be very large in scale or tiny vignettes of tragedy. Howard often displays an irreverence for her
material, for example in the 90’s and early 2000’s Howard used only household gloss, wanting to
humanise this functional medium used mainly for painting doors and windows. Using gravity as an
invisible paintbrush to get the desired effect, it relinquished her from the piety of using a traditional
oil paint and was a nod to her heroes, the abstract expressionists of the not too recent past. The past
decade has seen a return to oil paint (not revisited since her teens) and once more, a desire to use
this medium in an obtuse manner. Here, the paint is sprayed and atomised over nets used as
gigantic brushes, producing large alizarin crimson abstract paintings. Smaller works are built up
and sanded back, then grids constructed with oil paint are unpicked and destroyed with turps, gravity
and varnish creating a palimpsest, suspending the action in time. All these ‘techniques’ are utilised
and invented in a quest to achieve the desired ‘feeling’.
Howard was born in County Durham in 1969 and graduated from Goldsmiths College, London, in
1991. She was awarded the Princes Trust Award in 1992, was shortlisted for the Jerwood Drawing
Prize in 2004 and received the British Council Award in 2008.
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